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Setting the
Stage

• I’m an Economist, but this is about
common sense
• This will not be a partisan discussion. It
affects every person.
• There will be a question and answer
session at the end, but feel free to ask
questions or comment as we go along
• This is a vital conversation. Socialism is
one of the two greatest threats to the
world today (the other is Radical Islam):
• Socialism wreaked havoc in the 20th Century
in Europe and Asia
• It is starting to wreak havoc here in the
Americas in the 21st Century

Norman Thomas, an
American Socialist:

Our
Future?

“The American people will
never knowingly adopt
socialism, but under the name
of liberalism they will adopt
every fragment of the socialist
program until one day America
will be a socialist nation
without ever knowing how it
happened.”

• America is gradually adopting Socialism
• It’s the result of long-term Leftward
Drift:

Norman
Thomas
was Right

•
•
•
•
•

Courts
Schools
Media
Legislatures
Culture

• This Leftward Drift has many aliases:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social and Economic Justice
Climate Change
Reparations
Green New Deal
Medicare for All
Wealth Tax

• These are all Trojan Horses

• The driving forces of the
Leftward Drift:

The Middle
Class Will
Die

• Many people want something for nothing
• Many elitists want to control others
• These forces have been at work for a long
time (all around the world)

• The Middle Class dies in
every Socialist country:
• The underclass won’t pay for anything
• The rich will flee with their mobile capital
• The government class produces nothing,
but will control everything
• The Middle Class will pay for everything,
and then die

• And then our country will
perish.

Some Faces of American Socialism

Glenn Beck: The day will come when they take their masks off…

Government
Spending is
Skyrocketing
(Under both
Parties)

Who
Will
Pay
For
It?

Bureaucracies Strangle Efficiency and Innovation

We need
to fight
Socialism
with more
than just
slogans

• The iconic American institutions mean
less to more people now:
• Constitution
• Declaration of Independence
• American Exceptionalism

• The notion that Christianity is the
bedrock of Democracy and Capitalism
is less clear to many people now:
• The Pope is essentially a Socialist
• Liberation Theology blends Christianity
with Marxism (96% of Venezuelans are
Christian)
• Socialists have stolen the moral high
ground, often with the help of Christianity

• Need to move beyond slogans and
symbols to real discussions about the
issues with socialism

A Critique of
Socialism:
Twelve
Important
Considerations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fairness and Justice?
Efficiency and Productivity?
Innovation?
Freedom?
Democracy?
Autonomy in Decision-Making?
Collaboration?
Safety?
Privacy?
Environmental Protection?
Corruption?
Human Nature?

Is Socialism Fair and Just?

• Fundamental Marxian Premise:

• From each according to his ability, to each according to his need

• Fundamental Human Attributes:

• Free will: Everyone prefers better rather than worse (Hayek)
• Karma: People should get what they deserve

• The Marxian Premise can’t be reconciled with our Nature:
• It’s true that we have an instinct to help those in need, but
Socialism is the absolute worst way to go about it
• Simple classroom analogy
• Socialism can’t deliver fairness or justice, because it delivers
nothing:
• Marx’s premise yields inaction (“better” equals “might as
well do nothing”)
• Inaction leads to chaos, not justice.

• What could be more unfair or unjust than taking from
someone what you didn’t earn?

• There are natural differences in aptitude, effort, and ability
• It is impossible to have equality of outcomes and a free society

Is Socialism Efficient and Productive?
• It can’t be – a central bureaucracy makes
all of the decisions (and there are billions
of them to make each day)
• The incentive isn’t to produce; it’s to
hope others produce for you
• In a free market, you become a consumer
to the extent that you are a producer
• In socialist countries, standing in line for
scarce goods is the most popular form of
entertainment
• The greatest poverty reduction program
in the history of the world has been
Capitalism.
• Socialism’s premise is to divide wealth up,
but you can’t divide it up if it doesn’t
exist.

Does Socialism Foster Innovation?
• A government bureaucracy is
where innovation goes to die.
• In a Collectivist society, what
incentive is there for people to
invest and take risks?
• All wealth comes from risk-taking,
investment, and innovation. That
is the basic premise of capitalism
and entrepreneurship (e.g.,
Amazon, Microsoft, Apple, etc.)
• Socialism is a parasite on the
innovation inherent to Capitalism

Does Socialism Foster Freedom?
• Individual sovereignty is subordinate
to the Collective
• Socialism will necessarily become
Totalitarian:
• Equality of outcomes and freedom are
mutually exclusive – a society can’t have
both.
• For the Collective to act in unison:
• All actions must conform
• All thoughts must conform
• Force is necessary to accomplish this

• “Government is force: It is tax collectors,
secret agents, regulators, and jailors. Like
fire, it’s a dangerous servant and a fearful
master” (G. Washington)

Is Socialism Democratic?
• The “will of the people” is an illusion – it
is really the “will of the Committee”. It is
the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. It is
decision by bureaucracy.
• A free market is the purest form of
democracy – every person votes with
their dollars every day (not just on the 1st
Tuesday in November)
• In a free society, you can choose where to
work, where to live, how to spend your
money, and who to associate with. That
is the ultimate expression of “demos”.
• The most authoritarian countries in the
world are either socialistic or theocratic
• It is possible to vote to become a socialist
society, but democracy dies after that

Who Makes the Decisions?
• In socialism, it is the Elites in a
centralized government acting for
the “common good”, which is
whatever the Elites say it is.
• Collectivists are very controlling
about what you do and think.
• With capitalism, it is every person
acting for their own good.
• Every person prefers better rather
than worse:
• If someone else is deciding for you, it
will be better for them, not you.

Is Socialism Collaborative?

• Humans are natural collaborators, and did
so long before Capitalism or Socialism
•
•
•
•

Families
Friends
Communities
Teams and Interest Groups

• Socialism is indentured servitude, not
collaboration. Collaboration does not
require the force of a Socialist state.
• Free markets are the greatest form of
collaboration ever invented

• Billions of participants organized without
force
• The only way to be successful is to satisfy
others. There is no more powerful motive
for collaboration in a broad society.
• Trading value for value is the fundamental
premise

Does Socialism Lead to Safety?
• Millions of people have been
murdered by the governments of
socialist countries (Nazi Germany,
USSR, China, Cambodia, etc.)
• When the collective is superior to the
individual, the individual will never be
safe. You are a tool for others.
• Without private property, you’re at
the mercy of others for everything.
With capitalism, protecting life and
property is fundamental.
• All socialist societies disarm their
citizens (because they can’t take your
property and wealth without force).

Does Socialism Facilitate Privacy?
• The state takes an interest in
everything you do:

• Everyone is a potential threat to it
• It “owns” you

• Surveillance is necessary in Socialism:
• Equality requires monitoring and
enforcement
• Cheating and black markets are not
allowed

• Everyone is a potential informant, and
everyone is a potential target
• Unholy alliance between Big Tech and
the government (5G, Face
Recognition, Virtual Dossiers)

Does Socialism = Environmentalism?
• What everyone owns no one takes care of:
• Private property is critical for environmental
protection

• The individual has no recourse against state
abuse of the environment:
• Individual sovereignty is critical for
environmental protection
• The most polluted countries in the world are
Socialist

• Free markets are by nature conservative:

• There is no incentive in Socialism to use
resources efficiently
• The basic free market proposition is to provide
the most benefit to consumers with the most
efficient use of resources
• The innovation necessary to address
environmental challenges will always come from
the free market

Does Socialism Prevent Corruption?
• Power corrupts, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely (Lord Acton)
• Some people are more equal than others
(George Orwell)
• The Elites will always find a way to prosper
from the Proles
• The Dictatorship of the Proletariat is still a
dictatorship

• Distance and anonymity are breeding
grounds for corruption for those in power
(who knows what deals are struck in
Washington?)
• When a society transitions from Socialism
to Capitalism, the hardest adjustment is
to get rid of the corruption.

Is Socialism Natural for Humans?
• Yes, but only in the context of family and
intimate relationships
• Love, compassion, and collaboration are
natural. Indentured servitude is not.

• If socialism is natural, it would happen
spontaneously in a free society.
• Free markets always sneak into socialist
societies:

• People naturally gravitate toward trade and
markets
• Black markets and bartering flourish in
Socialist societies
• Socialist societies would collapse sooner
without basic market mechanisms
• All attempts to ban money and prices end
in disaster

• If socialism is natural, why is the tide of
humanity fleeing from socialist to
capitalist societies?

Socialism
Destroys
Everything
it Touches

• It’s unfair and unjust
• It consumes and destroys
wealth
• It suffocates Innovation
• It squelches freedom and
democracy
• It inhibits decision-making and
collaboration
• It compromises safety, privacy,
and the environment
• It breeds corruption
• It’s contrary to Human Nature

The Media
Won’t Help,
so it’s up to
Us

It’s Time to Fight
Back – Carry the
conversation
forward
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